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Fried Defends Role of Solicitor General's Office 
ByJimKomie 
"Sometimes they say the Solicitor 
General is like a tenth justice. I think he 
isn't, and I think that he shouldn't be," 
srud Charles Fried, the current Solicitor 
General of the United States. 
Fried visited the University of 
Michigan Law School last week as a 
DeRoy Fellow, sitting in on many classes 
as a guest lecturer and intellectual 
prouocateur. 
Before President Reagan appointed him 
Solicitor General, Fried was the Carter 
Professor of General Jurisprudence at 
Harvard Law School. The Solicitor 
General's Office represents the United 
Vol. 35Noll 
States in all of its cases before the Supreme 
Court. 
Fried displayed his professorial talents 
in Professor Aleinikoffs Fourleenth 
Amendment class as he fielded questions 
from Aleinikoff, and from students. The 
questions centered around the role of the 
Solicitor General's Office in Supreme 
Court adjudication. 
When asked how he decides when to 
file an amicus brief, Fried srud that the 
Solicitor General's "Office never files a 
brief but at the recommendation of some 
component of the Justice Department." 
The former Harvard professor didn't 
think that the intervention of the Solicitor 
General's Office in disputes between 
private parties contradicted the Reagan 
Administrations avowed goal of getting 
the federal government out of the private 
sector, and away from making decisions 
for states. 
He felt that overturning cases like Roe 
11. Wade was a necessary first step in the 
withdraw! of the federal government, and 
that it was legitimate for the federal 
government to intervene to argue that it 
shouldn't be allowed to intervene. 
Fried also discounted the impact that an 
amicus brief from the Solicitor General's 
Office bas. "You're presenting a n  
argument that',. as persuasive as it is 
The Pride is Back 
persuasive." When a student pointed out 
that Fried's office has filed a record 
number of amicus briefs and wondered 
whether the volume of briefs diminished 
the respect the Supreme Court paid to each 
brief, Ftied admitted that there probable 
bas been "a diminishment of the 
The Czech-born Solicitor General 
showed his jurisprudential roots in his 
answers to questions about the 
independence of the SG's Office, and how 
they decided what positions to take. "All 
Solicitors General view themselves a s  
representatives oftbe la w  ... a philosophy o f  
law, and not a partisan view." 
-DEROY pe.ge five 
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Schauer Explains Porn 
Comnrission Report 
By Brad Lane 
In its continuing attempt to obtain 
journalistic credibility, the RG has made a 
conscious effort to interview members of 
the faculty and s�udent body that have 
made outstanding contributions to their 
field of specialization. The RG recently 
interviewed Fred Schauer, Professor of 
Law at the University of Michigan Law 
School regarding his contribution to the 
Attorney General's Commission on 
Pornography .. 
Before asking those hard-hitting 
questions that the RG is famous for, the RG 
decided to find out about Professor 
Schauer's predispositions. What really 
motivated Professor Schauer to carve-out 
a niche in Constitutional Law? The RG 
had heard from some constitutional 
litigntors that landmark cases handed 
down in their childhood inspired their 
futuro litigating careers. Prof. Schauer 
was much more down to earth: "A little bit 
of undergraduate exposure sparked my 
interest a little bit. A little bit of law school 
see PORN page five 
Loan Forgiveness 
By Dianne Miller 
There is hope for graduating students 
who wish to opt for public interest work 
after law school, but are having second 
thoughts because of student loan debts. 
Last winter the law school faculty 
approved a debt management program for 
recent law school graduates. 
interest free loan for the amount of 
payment during the year. The amount is 
offset by an expected annual repayment 
contribution by the applicant. Gottschalk 
said that these contributions are 
determined in the same manner as 
e>tpccted parental contribution for Jaw 
students. 
��Fred Schauer relaue in hi. o1fice, no longer buried In� for the Attorney 
General's Com..milsion on Pornography. 
Plan Adopted 
"W e· assume that graduates will be is no advantage to being married in that 
able to pay some amount," said Eklund. the program is based on total household 
The upper income threshold to income. However, number of dependents 
qualify for the program is $27,999. does figure into the equation positively. 
Eklund said that this amount is flexible Applicants must reapply every year to 
under certrun circumstances, such as remain in the program, Eklund said. 
higher cost of living in some areas . "We have a limited amount of funds 
Unlike other educational loans, there -PUBUCpagoftve 
"This is a progTam to ass1st students 
with incomes significantly below their 
classmates w1th a gradual repayment 
plan with the possibility of forgivt>ncss, 
said Associate Dean Susan M. Eklund. 
Senate Limits Undei-grad Access to Bar 
Interested students whos: incomes 
fall \vilhm lh�.< range specified by the 
program apply for runds In the October 
after graduatiOn. The F1nanc1al Aid 
Office sent approximntely 80 applications 
out this year said Director of Finnncinl 
Aid Kntherine B. Gott"<:halk. 
Current ft>dernl programs make it 
possible to c-onsolidate GSL and ALAS 
payments. The smgle pnymt'nl makes 1t 
easier for the Law School to compute a 
formula for each participant basPd on 
income and outstanding loan balance. 
The Law School then makes an 
By Jenifer Urff 
New budgeting guidelines for law 
school student organizations received 
final approval from the LSSS Monday, 
and LSSS president Regg1e Turner 
praised senators on their completion of a 
"monumental task." 
"1 think we've sort of covered all the 
bases this time and everyone's satisfied.M 
Turner said. 
The approved gutdehnes include a 
number of comprom1ses between thc LSSS 
and student organizations, mcluding a 
Inter deadline for the submi!'ston of 
budgets nnd nn acknowledgement by the 
LSSS that the student groups themseh•es 
are best able to determine their own 
budgeting priorities. 
Also �[onday, LSSS rescinded n 
donation of a televisions set made to the 
LaW)·ers Club two weeks ago. 
The donation was an effon to give 
ownership of the televtsion in t.he 
downstairs lounge at the Lawyer Club so 
that Club, rather than tho LSSS would 
have to pay for necessary repairs. 
But that donation was unammously 
rescinded when Elliot Dater convm<'ed 
other senators that Lawyers Club dire<'tor 
Diane �afranowtcz ''isn't going ro 
squirm" and that the Club would not nccept 
donations that d i d n't i n c l u d e  
mainhmance o f  the g1ft. 
Beginning today, law students should 
find it a little easier to find seats at The 
Bar. during peak hours. 
New "limited access" rules restrict 
undergraduate usagE' of the bar from 11 
a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. 
Ulinge is noi absolutely prohibited, but 
und('r(,rradunte students muc;t give up their 
seats to law students ifThe Bar is full. 
The new rules an "completely 
enforced by law students, according to 
Druce Courtade, and law students must 
ask other patrons to leave if The Bar is 
full. 
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Dropping l,ike F1iei 
StucleDt. at this ICbool are af!Ucted with a bout of the 
"three-year ratiouUzation flu." 1he main symptom of 
this malady it join� aJarae, corporate law firm, and 
ezplainina why you're doing it with. ''Oh, I don't know 
what ebe to do. Be8icles, I oould use the money to pay back 
my 1tudent loans. But rm only going to stay at (fill in 
any firm with three names or more) for about three 
yean. Then ... " 
There are three cautet for this llu: Room 200, student 
apathy, and ltudent loans. We can't do anything about 
apathetic student. who can't take the time to think about 
what they really want to do. And we can't fault the people 
in the Placement Otl'ice for doing too good of a job. 
Something can be done, however, about the way that the 
burden of student loan.s d:umnel eraduates into corporate 
law jobs. 
The debt JD8D81ementAoan forgiveness proposal that 
has just been revealed by the Financial Aid Office is a 
good first step in battline the three-year rationalization 
flu. It is, however, only a first step. 
As Associate Dean Sue Eklund herself points out, 10 
years
.
iJ a very lonr time to work at a low-paying job, 
especially when you see all of your classmates tooling 
around in their BMWs. The time period between 
eraduation and the beginning ofloan forgiveness (as 
compared to deferral of interest payments) has got to be 
shortened. 
We think it is clear that Eklund and the Financial 
Aid Oft'ioe both realize this. The problem is not with the 
people who have created the debt managementlloan 
forgiveness proeram. but with the paucity of funds that 
they have to work with. The law school must make a 
substantial financial committment before a true loan 
lorgiveneu proeram can be put in place. 
But where will the money come from? Not from 
government. You can only get money from people who 
have money, and that's not the state or the federal 
rovemment (or even the l.SSS). 
Believe it or not, eome of us feel that the law school 
should raise the money for a real loan forgiveness by 
raisinr tuition. (Others believe that the law school has 
the money it needs now.) But if the money is needed, by 
raising tuition and putting a real loan forgiveness 
program into action, students who take higher-paying 
jobs will be subsidizing graduates who go into public­
interest law. It's sort of like a massive SFF, only you 
have no choice of whether or not to pledge. 
Some might object that people shouldn't be compelled to 
subsidize a loan forgiveness program, that the law 
school doesn't have the right to make such decisions. But 
the Administration makes this sort of decision all the 
time, such as when it decided to fund the Child Advocacy 
Clinic. You might not like it, but they can do it. 
If the money can come from somewhere else, that's all 
the better. But with flu-ridden students dropping like 
flies aU around us, we think something has got to be 
done. 
Letters 
Dean Search Info Released 
TotheR.c..t.. 
The Prow.t of the Uniwnity hu appointed a Dean 
Search Committee con8ilting of six faculty members 
and the Pre.ident of the Law School Student Senate. 
The Committee will .om ulr. ltudenta of the School to 
indicate the name• of penon• who ahould be 
conmdered for appointment u Dean of the Univenity 
of Michigan Law School. 
Not all penona, even t.hoee who have been auociated 
with legal education for aome years, have very 
accura.te ideu about the Dean'• role. The Dean'• 
formal authority ia limited. Moat of what he or ahe 
can achieve depends on the Dean'• persuasiveness in 
dealing with the faculty, the atudenta, and other 
constituencies of the Law School. In most matter of 
acute student intereat the ultimate decision-maker is 
the Faculty of the School. This is true of curriculum 
revision, disciplinary procedures, and much more. 
The Dean is likely to be influential in these matters, 
but the ultimate authority is the Faculty's. 
Nevertheless, the Dean's role is both important and 
complex. The Dean speaks for the Law School. 
Included in the scope of the office are duties analogous 
to those of a departmental chair. The Dean oversees 
the School's teaching and researching programs, is 
ultimately responsible f o r  the internal 
administration of the School, and is deeply involved 
with student relations. the Dean is an administrative 
officer of the University, an adviser of the President 
on University policy, and consults with the 
University administration on budgetary issues, 
appointment matters, and other questions relevant to 
the Law School. Other constituencies must be 
cultivated as well. Perhaps the moat important of 
these is the alumni. As the administrative head of an 
institution supported in significant part by private 
giving, the Dean must be concerned with fund 
raising. 
Eklund: Ethics 
To the Res GeAae: 
I believe thnt it is important that I correct 
infonnation contained in your article of November 5, 
1986 regarding professional responsibility course 
requirement. at the Law School to attempt to avoid 
confusion among atudents. 
There is a m.andotary profeuioTUJl responsibility 
requirement for graduation in place for all students 
matriculating in May, 1986, or later. First year 
students should recall information provided during 
Orientation or their recent course registration 
meetings with Dean Gordan. 
1. On Friday, November 21, questionnaire• will be 
made available to atudenta at varioua locations in the 
Quadrangle. Boxea for the deposit of completed 
queationnairea will also be provided. The 
questionnaire• may be filled out at nay time from 
November 21 until noon on Wedneeday, November 
26. 
2. The Committee will conduct an open meeting in 
which queationa about the dean search proceas can be 
anewered. The eeaaion will begin at 4:00 p.m. in 
Room 100 on Monday, November 24. Student and 
faculty member• of the Committee will be present to 
reapond to student questions and to convey 
information that may be useful in completing the 
questionnaires. 
3. There ia no fixed list of qualifications for a Dean. 
The University Provost has atressed such 
characteristic• as intellectual leadership; a capacity 
for coneensus-building' and understanding of the 
Law School's history and culture; a recognition of the 
importance of cultivating links between the Law 
School and the rest of the University; and a balance 
between scholarship, professionalism, and 
instructional ability. In the past the Law School 
faculty has emphasized such qualities as a respect for 
diversity; enthusiastic support among the faculty; 
scholarly achievement and intellectual leadership; 
integrity; administrative capacity; effectiveness as a 
spokesperson for the Law School; ability to deal with 
people, including students, faculty, staff, and 
outsiders; speaking ability ; and energy and 
endurance. We also wish to pay special attention to 
identifying female and minority candidatE-s. 
Pro!. St. Antoine 
and the Dean Search Committee 
Required 
In Additron, upperclass students have been 
reminded each fall, through The Docket, to 
investigate the apecific requirements of  individual 
states regardmg professional responsibility course, 
trmning or examination requirements and should 
continue to do so. At. this time, few states have a 
·course for credit" requirement; the most notable 
information on professional responsibility and other 
bnr requirements but students are always best 
advised to obtain current information from the 
various state bars which may interest. them .. 
Susan M. Eklund 
Associate Dean 
Electoral College Defended 
by Reid J. Ro2leD 
I must admit that I enjoy reading the Michigan 
Review. For those who are unaware of the existence of 
this publication, a word or two of introduction. The 
Michigan Reuiew stands in the great tradition of the 
Dartmouth Review, and other neo-conservative 
campus periodicals that provide a convenient forum for 
smarmy, snotty-faced kids who never had it so good 
and aren't afraid to say so. 
I like it. The Reuiew constantly amazes me with 
its pedestrinn nttacks on liberalism and other assorted 
evils--nnd I believe it is important to be amazed every 
so ofi.en. Keeps n person on his or her toes. Most often I 
nm mildly amused by theReuicw's sophomoric chatter, 
but recently my ire was roused by an article that 
appeared in the November issue of that august 
publication. 
It was entitled "Abolish the Electoral College." 
Granted, I may be the only person whose ire could 
be roused by an attack on the electoral college, but 
somebody has to stand up and defend that venerable 
institution. 
Usually, the criticisms are launched 
quadrenially, around the time of the presidential 
elections, so this article really caught me off guard. Its 
premises were familiar enough, and I'd heard them all 
a thousand times before: the electoral college is 
undemocratic; it could lead to a popular vote loser being 
elected; it unfairly favors small states (or, conversely, 
disfnvors them--nobody is ever quite sure). The 
solution, as usual, is the popular election of the 
president. 
scc UOZEN page three 
0Qinion 
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Rozen Attacks ''Review'' Article 
from page two 
The Reuiew article repeated the proposal most 
recently introduced in Congress by Sen. Birch Bayh 
{D.-lnd.) back in the early '70s. The president would 
be elected by popular vote, but no one could be elected 
with less than 40% of the total. If no one reached that 
percentage, a run-off election would be conducted. 
Sounds like the soul of democracy, the apotheosis of our 
republican principles. It almost sounds like a good 
idea, too. 
But our government has never operated on a 
strictly democratic, one-man one-vote system. The 
senate grossly over-represents states with small 
populations, and one branch of the government, the 
judiciary, is not representative at all. A president can 
veto a bill with only one vote, and it takes a super­
majority, two-thirds, to override a presidential veto. 
Any notion that the electoral college is undemocratic 
therefore misses the point entirely-the constitution did 
not set up a thoroughly democratic government. 
The article notes that the electoral college 
discriminates against small states. With the winner­
take-all format under the present system, a candidate 
can win more electoral votes in New York than cnn be 
garnered in Wyoming. Therefore, the argument goes, 
candidates are more likely to cater to the whims of 
voters in populous states. Perhaps, but that would be 
true under the popular vote system as well. The 
unalterable truth is that candidates go where the votes 
are. They aren't in Wyoming, regardless of the 
system. 
Hurtling mindlessly forward, the article's author 
complains that decreasing voter turnout in presidential 
elections is the fault of the electoral college. Poppycock. 
No one has quite come up with a plausible explanation 
for poor voter turnout, but my guess is it results from a 
combination of voter disgust with politics and 
backward, outdated voter registration laws. lf citizens 
could register to vote at the polling place, as they can do 
in some European countries, voter participation would 
probably increase. As it stands now, there are probably 
very few people sitting at home on the first Tuesday 
after the first Monday in November, grumbling that 
"I'd go out there and vote if it weren't for that damn 
electoral college." 
There is a chance that th� majority of voters-will 
vote for a candidate who, bee· Jse of the mechanics of 
the electoral college, will not be elected president. The 
Reuiew states that this actually happened four times--to 
be honest, it has happened qwte a number of times. For 
example, in 1968 more people voted for candidates other 
than Richard Nixon than voted for him. But what the 
article is really getting at is the situation where a 
candidate receives the most votes and is still not 
elected. This situation has occurred, at most, four 
times, the Jut time being 1888. Unacknowledged by the 
article is that election totals from the nineteenth 
century are inherently unreliable-those halcyon days 
prior to the introduction of the Australian ballot 
experienced vote fraud on a mind-boggling scale. Add 
to that the fact that bla.cks and women were, on the 
whole, disenfranchised, and it is obviollS these horror 
stories of the electoral college installing a minority­
president are the bugbears of small minds--stories 
from a distant past that are about as relevant to the 
current situation as phrenology is to modern brain 
surgery. 
The electoral college bas several valuable 
attributes that are usually not conceded by its critics. I t  
forces candidates t o  appeal t o  a nation-wide 
constituency, instead of to a regional base. George 
Wallace tried to throw the presidential election of 1968 
into the House of Representatives, but he actually came 
closer to depriving Nixon of 40% of the popular vote 
than he came to managing an electoral college 
deadlock. Under the popular vote proposals, minor 
candidates like Wallace would wield far more power 
than they have now. 
Minor parties have never fared well in the United 
States, for two reasons: single-member constituencies 
in the House of Representatives, and the electoral 
college. In order to get any electoral votes, a candidate 
must win a plurality of votes in a state. Therefore, in 
order to get that level of support, candidates must appeal 
to large numbers of persons. This fact necessarily 
means that the major parties are, on the whole, centrist. 
Extremist candidates usually cannot garner such 
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wide-spread support. On the other hand, under a 
popular vote system, every vote counts in the final total. 
Candidates with meager appeal among the majority of 
citizens would have much greater influence than they 
currently possess, merely because they could deprive 
truly national candidates of the neeeasary 40* vote. 
The object of any election which allows for a run­
off is to make the run-off necessary. The current 
system also bas provision• for a run-off, which was 
last used in 1824. Coincidentally, the two-party system 
that we have now really took shape after that election. 
We will probably never be faced with the House of 
Representatives electing the preaident--but we would 
have many run-offs to look forward to if we adopt a 
popular vote amendment. 
Of course, if you'r. not happy with the two-party 
system, these argument. won't be very per�uasive. 
The Reuiew contributoT had the per�picac:ity to address 
this issue, and came down firmly on the side of 
electoral chaos. A multiplicity of presidential 
candidates and political parties might appear like a 
good idea in the abstract, but in practice it is the height 
of folly. If people are disgusted with polities now, just 
think if every presidential election had as many 
candidates as the New Hampshire primary. 
The Reuiew article concludes "'The United States is 
the only major Western nation in the world that still 
does not elect its President by direct popular vote. 
Although the Electoral College has existed for almost 
200 •years, it has proven itself fallible ... and has 
finally become obsolete.- Ignoring for the moment that 
most "major Western nations· do not elect presidents, 
the author betrays one of the major strengths of the 
electoral college. Using "major Western nations" as 
a comparison, it becomes clear that only one, Great 
Britain, has an electoral system as enduring as ours. 
The electoral college has endured for close to 200 years, 
and in that time has failed only onee. There is no 
guarantee that the popular vote alternative would have 
a similar record of success, and there are several 
reasons to think it would do worse. We should not be 
tied to an uproven system beaause of the parade-of­
honibles ponderings of abstract theorists or the half­
formed thoughts of sophomoric Jeremiah&. 
Res Ccsi.AO-·Novombcr 19, 1986-pogo four 
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Constitution Wished 
By J.P. Wilson 
This article will address itself t.o the proposition 
that the Solicitor General is engaged in a rather 
interesting intellectual game, indicative of this 
Administration's "elit�· thinkers. 
Sitting in Professor Kamisar's class on Friday 
enabled one to see how an individual of Mr. Fried's 
impressive tnlonts can twist and turn a legal debate, 
in this ca11e concerning the present day validity of 
Mirando, in such a way as to lead one to conclude in 
your own mind that white is black. Not that this is a 
bad thing in and of itself. It is intellectually healthy 
and, nt times, oven spiritually-uplifting, to challenge 
the basis and assumptions on which a set of beliefs or 
arguments rely. And I am certainly not indicating 
that Professor Kamisar has undergone some sort of 
change of heart so that he will discontinue the practice 
of using n variety of legal, emotional and, some 
would say, densive tactics to get his point across. All 
I am positing here and now is that the manner in 
which Mr. Fried hypothesized whether the law 
concerning police procedures, and their validity in 
light of the 5th and 14th Amendments, is as 
intellectually honest as he would have it seem. 
By now I will be either accused of being a naive 
law student who does not yet understand the 
intracncies of legal advocacy, that one should 
question what The Law is and what it should be, in 
order to fnshion legitimate policy argument;; that 
draw on a breadth of relevant disciplines to allow for 
jurisprudential progress. But I can't help but think 
that, although one should not refuse to listen to another 
merely because one believes their motives are 
disingenuous or worse, the arguments Innocently 
fashioned on that afternoon are at least suspect. 
By resigning ourselves to an intellectual 
vacuum where the U.S. Constitution is disallowed to 
enter, in an effort to examine the underlying values 
that cause the majority of people to still believe in 
Miranda and its progeny, Mr. Fried wishes that the 
confines that the applicable Amendments command 
would go nwny. But they cannot for even if one were to 
succumb to this type of analysis, one would still face 
the vnst amount of "historical precedent", if you will, 
that culminated in the origin of the Constitution. 
And so, one is still fa.ced with the mode of analysis 
attempted to be "wished away". 
But even if one could satisfnctorily escape this 
conclusion, one would have to face the debilitating 
question of to what purpo� does such nn intellectual 
exercise accomplish? Assuming arguendo thnt we 
could step outside of our historical, political and social 
history and exnmine the validity of whatever, one 
might appear somewhat naive oneself if one were to 
then bring such ideas back to reality for one basic 
assumption would be negated by the very existence of 
Away 
this history and it.s progeny. 
Although The Law is based in part of 
philosophical principles, it is different in that it is a 
system of ideas and arguments that are based not in 
ingeniously crafted "new worlds" but on basic 
nssumpt1ons about which we live our lives. If one can 
wish the Constitution away for even a moment, what 
prevents the doctrine of stnre decisis from ever 
having nny sort of lasting effect? Although this might 
not sound like such a bad idea for those who believe 
that the Supreme Court should be holding only to the 
pnrties involved, it should be remembered that 
favorable rulings today can change very quickly 
\vith a resignntion- maybe in a direction that is not so 
fnvorable. If our society 1s to be as civilized as we 
think it is, why do we nf'f'd to glVe governmental 
nuthont1es even more discretion (in the guise of 
deception) to "catch a thief', and run the risk of 
abuse? It is insufficient to argue by referral to other 
legal systems where some of our legal principles do 
not exist because each society is uniquely bound by it.s 
history. Our legal precedents are not dispositive 
merely because their validity; they are vnlid because 
they respect fundnmental ideas. Reasonable men 
mny be able to disagree about many things. but they 
must agree as to some very basic intellectual ground 
rules. 
THffiD YEAR STUDENTS You are an individual What cow"Se is best for your roommate or one thousand other people may be a disaster for you. How 
are you going to find out? 
When you choose a Bar review course, 
DONTBE SHii�EP 
BARIBRJTM wo�djust love to convince you that they are the 
only alternative. They are trying to convince you to buy their 
course merely because everyone else (or so they claim) is doing 
it. 
Individual considerations, such as price, format, relative pass 
rates, are irrelevant. 'We're the biggest; theref01-e, �e're the 
best." And, one course suits all. 
We at NORD have one response: HORSE HQCKEY I! 
BAR REVIEW COURSES 
And the people who take them 
ARE DIFFERENr 
NORD INVITES YOU TO 
COMPARE 
We're so confident in our courses that we are not afraid of 
critical comparison. We don't have to rely on inertia and name 
recognition. 
Of course if you want t.o throw money away without even 
glancing at the alternatives, it's your money. 
But, we at NORD are confident that the students of this law 
school are smarter and more careful than that. 
INFORMATION, NOT 
REPUTATION 
DeRoy .Fellow Fried 
l.l'Om page one 
t o  file an amicus brief in the recent 
gerrymandering cases that would argue 
that the federal government has no real 
place in the drawing of district Jines, even 
though heightened federal control would 
probably benefit the Republican party. 
''I don't know what our interests are, 
but we don't want a major new wrong turn 
in constitutional Jaw." Fried obviously 
..,iewed Roe u. Wade as such a wrong turn, 
calling Roe ' a  nawed, incoherent 
decision," and "a source of trouble in the 
law." 
Fried denied that the White House or 
the Attorney General controlled the 
Solicitor General's Office, pointing out 
that in a recent abortion cnse before the 
Supreme Court(Thornburgh u. American 
College of Obste tricians a nd 
Gynecologists), the White House didn't 
know that the SG's Office was filing an 
amicus brief until lhree days before the 
brief was submitted. 
As for Ed Meese's role, Fried said that 
Public Interest Work 
Earns Loan Forgiveness 
fJ'Om page one 
available. There is no specific amount set 
aside for the program, but it looks like we 
can afford another $50,000 each year. The 
federal government has just expanded 
financial aid for the first year class, so 
this loosens up money for this program." 
As long as a graduate remains in the 
pro�r am, the loans are interest free. If a 
person is in the program for 10 years, the 
Law School will begin to forgive his or her 
debt. "This is a long time to work in a 
low income job," said Eklund. "We'd 
like to move the date closer in a couple 
years after the program gets going." 
Once a participant leaves the 
program, the Law School sets up a 
repayment schedule at seven percent 
interest, Gottschalk said. 
Ideally, the program would fund 
people at the low end of the spectrum in 
traditional public interest jobs, such as 
Legal Aid. However, Eklund said, it is 
open to people in full time law- related 
activities. "We will give this a 
somewhat Hberal interpretation, although 
not as liberal as some of the cla.sses we let 
pass as law-related." 
Criticizes 
"the Attorney General isn't the thought 
police. He doesn't look at our briefs and 
say, 'Hmmn ... Where's the originalism 
here?"' referring to Meese's espousal of a 
theory of constitutional interpretation that 
seeks to discover the intent of the authors of 
the document. 
Speaking about his own theory of 
constitutional interpretation. the former 
Harvard professor said, "The important 
thing to do with the Constitution is to treat it 
as law. a rather careful listie 
-
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document... That document must be given 
the status of law and not a peg upon which 
to hang whatever you wont to hang on it." 
Fried was recruited as a DeRoy Fellow 
for this semester when Chief Justice 
William Rehnquist backed out of his 
previous agreement to come to Michigan 
as such a guest. DeRoy Fellows in past 
years have included Justice Potter Stewa.rt, 
and Amalya Kearse, a judge on the 
Second Cjrcuit Court of Appeals. 
Porn Commission Discussed 
from page one 
exposure to constitutional law sparked my 
interest a little bit. But, perhaps most 
significantly, was practice experience; I 
was a litigator for a small firm, and I 
either fell into, or jumped into the 
litigation of some constitutional ca�es. 
Including some First Amendment cases 
and including the defense of some 
obscenity cases. ll also didl some 
academic freedom cases, [and) some 
procedural due process cases." "That's 
what crystallized the interest, and when I 
went into teaching, that was something I 
knew about and was interested in, and 
started writing about." 
Professor Schauer's underlying 
theory of the interpretation of the First 
Amendment is also very realistic. 
Instead of characterizing his views as 
adhering strictly to the Constitution or 
maintaining a policy of adverting the 
horrible of a state as a "voracious sensor" 
(a Dershowitz quote), he reminds the RG 
where the bott.om line is drawn. "At some 
point, one has to say, 'this is what the law 
is according lo the Supreme Court,' and go 
on. 1 think one of the problems that Mr. 
Dershowitz and Mr. Meese have is that 
both of them want to have thE>ir cake and 
eat it too. They want to accept the Supreme 
Court decisions they like nnd reject the 
ones they don't like. I realize that Mr. 
Meese, as Attorney General, has special 
obligations thnt non'Attorney Generals 
don't have, but I do think that those people 
who don't recognize the extent to which this 
very issue has been litigated and 
reUtigated , decided and redecided for well 
over 100 years are playing into Mr. 
Meese's hands. That bothers me. I would 
rather see people say 'We don't like what 
the Supreme Court has done about 
obscenity, but we recognize it's the law, 
now let's move on.' And there have been 
some responsible critics that have done 
that.'' 
"My general view of the First 
Amendment, is not only that 'it's time to 
accept this and go on,' but I -- as I have 
written on a number of occasions -- I have 
a ... a narrow but strong, or a small but 
t.ough version of the First Amendment. I 
would rather see a First Amendment that 
is very, very, very strong about a more 
limited range of activities, rather than one 
that applies to an enormous range of 
activities and may very well have weak, 
rather than strong protection for that large 
range. I have characterized it at times as 
the oil spill theory of the First 
Amendment; it is likely to thin out as it 
broadens. Therefore, for that reason, I 
think it may be that the exclusion of legal, 
hardcore, obscene materials from First 
Amendment protection may be the best 
way to protect the outrageous and the 
offensive, even the outrageous and the 
offensive dealing with sex.'' "My view as 
to how to best protect the core of permissible 
material], is .... I have what one student 
once referred to in class as the 'Fred 
Patek' theory of the First Amendment. 
Freddie Patek played for the Kansas City 
Royals, and was small and tough." 
Getting to the nub of the matter, theRG 
asked about Professor Schauer's 
predisposition to the issues presented in the 
Commission's report: "I like to think that 
none of my views are ever set; I like to 
think that I have changed my mind in 
pr1 nt more times than most legal 
academics -- which I take as a sign open­
mindedness more than schizophrenia. I 
had certainly written on several different 
occasions that I thought regulation was 
constitutionally permissible. I had 
tentatively expressed views that I thought 
it was also inadvisable .... " "I'd also . .  -
frequently expressed views about the 
constitutional permissibility of other 
forms of regulation of the sexually 
explicit, other than obscenity regulation . .  
. . . I had taken the view beforehand that 
the Supreme Court was wrong in allowing 
the FCC to regulate George Carlin's 'seven 
dirty words' monologue. I was of the 
opinion that the regulation of "almost, but 
not quite obscene' zoning regulation was 
constitutionally impermissible and 
related things. My views were that the 
regulation of obscenity as defined by the 
Supreme Court, and only tha�. was 
constitutionally permissible." 
Now, it was time for the RG to move 
in for the kill, a la Dan Rather, Diane 
Sawyer, and the irrepressible Mort 
Crimm. Time to spill some guts on the 
Commission. Earlier in the interview, 
Professor Schauer had clarified the rumor 
as to the proper title to be given the 
Commission. "The name 'Meese 
Commission' was, to the best of my 
knowledge, invented by Penthouse 
magazine. Virtually all of us were 
appointed by or during the administration 
of Attorney General William French 
-Smith. Meese had actually nothing to do 
with the appointment of the Commission, 
the creation of the Commission, or the 
operation of it, other than that he was 
Attorney General by the time that it 
actually got started. Nevertheless, the 
nature of public discourse is such that there 
is a desire to link what you don't lil<e with 
all of the justifiably perjorative 
connotations attached to Mr. Meese .... 
It's called the Attorney General's 
Commission on Pornography.'' 
But why was Professor Schauer picked 
to be on the Commission? "In part because 
I had defended a number of obscenity 
cases when I was in practice -- that's what 
I first started writing about when I went 
into teaching back in 1974 . I wrote a 
treatise on the law of obscenity, and a 
rather large number of largely technical 
articles about obscenity law. Not 
arguments one way or the other, but I had 
written a great deal about the law of 
obscenity, about the first amendment 
implications, and so on. I would guess 
that had this been the 'Clarke 
Commission,' under Attorney General 
Ramsey Clarke, which r know is before 
your time --but take my word for the fact 
that he is alot to the lell; than Ed Meese, I 
still would have been on the Commission. 
Obviously, ... this is not the same 
Commission that Ramsey Clarke would 
have picked, but I think that without being 
excessively boastful, afi.er all it's a pretty 
narrow field, if you wanted a legal 
academic, which I think any Attorney 
General would, on a Commission dealing 
with obscenity law, I would have been the 
natural first choice regardless of who was 
the Attorney General." 
The fact that 1 had taken the position at 
the time that regulation of obscenity, 
consistent with what the Supreme Court 
has said, did not, if properly constrained, 
violate the First Amendment probably 
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from.-cell.ve 
served not to disqualify me (smiling). 
But, 1 had also, at the same time taken the 
position that I rud not trunk it ought to be 
regulated. I was ... of the view that as a poli�?' matter it ought not to be regulated.H 
Media interest wanes after two sentences not one of them recommends substantial change in existing law. Not one of them 
recommends a change in the definition of 
obscenity. Not one of them recommends 
action against material that is not legally 
obscene. And that was a bit of a fight. 
There were people who would want 
material that is indecent as well as 
legally obscene regulated. . . . H 
I had no political connections 
whats��er. [I] rudn't know any of the 
co��tss1oners, have never been in any 
pohttcal party, have no political 
sympathies one way or another 
(laughing). Uh, that's not true but I am 
not a partisan political actor �nd never 
have been." 
How much of a time commitment was 
involved? "Alot. We actually met, 
physically, about three or four days a 
month for a year. In addition to an 
enormous amount of reading and, as it 
is an open question. . . . It turned out [in 
the last meeting of the Commission) that a 
m(\jority of the Commission, who in turn 
persuaded the rest of the Commission, was 
more comfortable with my statement than 
the
_ 
staff one. And what I originally 
des1gned as a dissent, is now, with a couple 
of little morufic.ations to accomodate other 
views, now Part I I  of the Report. H 
Discussion on the categorization 
technique employed by the Commission 
was very interesting. The summary of 
Commission findings characterized the 
classifications as: "I. Sexually Violent 
Materials, II. Sexual Activity Without 
Violence But with Degradation, 
'1 like to think that none of my views are ever set; I like to think 
that I have changed my mind in print more times than most 
legal academics ... 
turned out for me, an enormous amount of 
writing towards the end(smiling)." 
Did the Commission act in an 
uniform manner? "There were obviously 
people who had different constituencies. I 
trunk that's clear in any group and it was 
exacerbated by the fact that we meet in 
pubHc. Under the Federal Advisory 
Commission Act, everything that we did 
had to be in public. That makes the ability 
to be frank and the ability to ignore one's 
constituency substantially more rufficult. 
At tjmes, that was significantly 
constraining." There weren't any 
meetings berund closed doors whatsoever. 
Some levity was provided by Professor 
Schauer on the subject of constituencies 
jaundicing the public discourse, however. 
"One of the things that Father Ritter and I 
used to joke about was that we �re the only 
two people out of the eleven that had tenure. 
Although i t  came from rufferent sources. 
And in that sense, we could probably be a 
little bit more free to say things that our 
normal friends or our normal 
constituencies would be uncomfortable 
with, o o o H 
If students are interested in the 
nutshell version of the report, they should 
read Part 11 in Volume I. "The reason I 
say that is because I wrote H, in part 
(smiling). But that is , what is by 
agreement of the Commission, basically 
the findings, the conclusion and the 
analysis of the report." It runs about 200 
typewritten pages. 
But there is an interesting hlstory to 
trus section of the report. "In the part [of the 
report] that is the findings, conclusions, 
and so on that I wrote, did not exist in 
March of 1986. All that eristed lat that 
time 1 was alot of staff-written drafts. I 
wrote a letter to the other Commissioners 
saying, 'As I look at all these staff-written 
drafts, most of them are, quite frankly, 
unacceptable snd I am not going to sign 
them." And I was quite negative, quite 
scathing, about the quality of work that the 
statT had produced. 1 then set out to write 
for myself what I expected at the time to be 
my own statement. Whether you would 
want to characterize it as a dissent or not 
Submission, Domination or Humiliation, 
III. Sexual Activity Without Violence, 
Degradation, Submission, Domination or 
Humiliation, IV. Nudity Without Force, 
Coercion, Sexual Activity or 
Degradation." 
Professor Schauer had better 
classification techniques. "We divided 
the universe of the sexually explicit, and 
also the much smaller universe of the 
ldnd of material that is likely to be legally 
obscene into three main categories; the 
sexually violent, the non-explicitly 
violent but nevertheless degrading, for 
example - one example that we saw that 
would show several men standing up 
urinating into the mouth of one woman 
lying on the ground. Not explicitly 
violent, but you wouldn't get much 
controversy that it was dominating, 
subordinating, humiliating, and so on. 
The trurd category is material that is not 
violent, or not degrading, no matter how 
explicit, and no matter how 
unconventional the sexual practice is 
portrayed. The fourth was nuruty, but ... 
nobody really had any trouble with 
nuruty,H 
The RG noted in the Personal 
Statements Section of the- Report that 
Category Ill caused the greatest amount of 
russension in the Commission. Professor 
Schauer provided some insights into the 
quandary that the Commission fell into. 
"That is the category where the issue of the 
relationsrup between law and morality is 
most focused. There are a lot of people out 
there that think that it is important to 
condemn that which they think is 
immoral, and that it is important for 
government to do it as well. The issue for 
me has nothing to do with sex. To me, it is 
an issue of sexual violence and coercive 
sexuality. It is an issue of sexism. I don't 
have a problem with sex or sexual 
explicitness; no matter how explicit, no 
matter how unconventional. So 1 don't 
have a problem with Category HI. Dut 
there are alot of people out there that see t.his 
as a sex issue and not as a sexism issue." 
The RG, being a good student lawyer, 
through-and-through, noticed a recent 
Dershowitz article in trus month's ABA 
Journal. In the article, Dershowitz 
attempts to demonstrate how it is 
impossible to properly define obscenity, 
and points to some examples where the 
Court has had to draw some questionable 
linguistic distinctions (e.g. "lust" and 
"lasciviousness" in Brockett u. Spokane 
Arcade8 Inc.). Professor Schauer has a 
response for Mr. Dershowitz. "Bear in 
mind that basically what's going on here 
is the ldnd of rhetorical argument that you 
can say, 'let's just take out the word 
obscene from that argument and let's plug 
i n  a couple of other words: reasonable, 
equal protection ofthe laws, due process of 
law.' What all good, and even most bad 
lawyers know is that general terms like 
that become crystallized and become 
workable through generations of 
clarifying case law. The current 
definition of the legally obscene dates back 
to at least to 1973 and has its roots in the 
case law as far back as 1956. If this were 
1973, I would have, and rud in 1973, have 
doubts substantially similar to those that 
were expressed there. But what we have in 
13 years is an enormous amount of 
modifying, clarifying, and detailing case 
law . .  . . Such that the history, if you look 
at the actual cases, is such that there is 
virtually no prosecution, and no 
successful prosecution at all, of materials 
other than the kind that everybody would 
consider unquestionably hard core. The 
evidence, and it is the only real evidence 
I n  concluding the interview, 
Professor Schauer was asked the age-old 
question, "If you had to do it over again, 
would you?" 
"No. The space between what the 
report says and the way it is talked about 
and ruscussed in general in the media is 
just, discouraging. I've become in the 
center of a dispute among slot of people, all 
of whom have axes to grind. It was an 
intsresting exposure to the fact that if you 
can't say it in two sentences, people aren't 
interested. If you can't fit it in to a 3-1/2 
minute news-spot, people aren't interested. 
And to the fact, that are slot of very serious 
political and financial interests in both 
directions that dwarf what actually gets 
said or thought about." 
"There is no way you are ever going to 
get the media eitheT to look at things i n  
real depth or to treat the subject of sex in 
some form without a giggle. I think it is 
unfortunately the case that there is alot 
more sexjsm throughout the political 
spectrum than people want to admit. So, 
therefore, the attempt to say that, 'to be 
against sexjsm and coercive sexuality is 
not to be against sex,' is resisted from slot 
of different quarters." 
'The name �eese Commission' was, to the best of my 
knowledge, mvented by Penthouse magazine." 
that we can we look at, shows us that the 
existing legal categories are, by and 
large, working pretty well. To pick out 
one vague word, and say, 'look it's a 
vague word,' is to make the kind of 
mistake about how legal concepts are 
defined that I wouldn't let a first year law 
student make. H "He represents 
Peflthouse . He's a lawyer 
representing a client." 
Now it was time to go for the wrap-up; 
explore tho recommendations and inquire 
as to how many of the eighty-plus 
recommendations Professor Schauer 
renlly think will be acted upon. On the 
recommendations, "Bear in mind that 
virtually all of them are very technical. 
There are no suggestions for changing the 
definition of obscenity or changing the 
law significantly. When I say technical, 
for example, the Federal Obscentiy 
Statutes date to the 1870s, have not been 
amended to include cable television .. it is 
that kind of technical, technological 
change which constitutes some of the 
recommendations. Alot of them relate to 
task forces and coordinating 
committees." 
Professor Schauer is most pleased by 
the recommendations' lack of legal 
:eform. "What f am most pleased about, 
1n terms of the recommendations, is that 
The RG asked Professor Schauer what 
he would add to rus personal statement in 
retrospect. "I suppose I would just put a 
little appendix at the end of it, since much 
of it was an exhortation to people to read 
the report and to trunk carefully about the 
issues, I thlnk I would just add ... 'But I 
know they won't, and that says something 
pretty sad about the nature of American 
public discourse, and the nature of the 
American political world." 
Earlier in the interview, Professor 
Schauer was slightly more up-beat on a 
future Commission: "I think that there 
ought to be another Commission in 2002, 
which is 1 6  years after this one the way 
this one was 16 years after the last one. I 
trunk the world has changed substantially 
in 16 years; the nature of scientific 
evidence, the nature of law, the nature of 
the materials that are available, and the 
nature of communications. Shteen years 
ago, videotape was a scientist's dream 
and not much more. Cable television 
didn't exist, satellite television didn't 
exist. . . . We are in a technologically as 
well as sociologically different world and 
it is not surprising that we would rethink a 
number of issues." It would also be 
possible that the future will create more 
conclusive test results with the greater 
interaction that human beings have with 
the burgeoning information technology. 
Diversions 
'Tme Stories'' Movie Flo� but Albunt Flies 
· 
ByO.vid J»un,ee prosperous country in the world. ln his Louis Fyne, a man desperately �eeking Dreamt," and "Dream Operator" 
Talking Heads fans have been introduction to the published screenplay matrimony (his T.V. ad searching for a continue the Talkinc Heads tradition of 
anxiously awaiting the release of David Byrne 11ays: "The new patriotiam is ... a mate ends with, "Call 5«-WIFE.") melding dance mulde: that it eaey � ,.jnl 
Byrne's first movie "True Stories," and trick .... The government is 1e1ling the Detpite the promising idea. somehow with a powerful mellaal'l· 
' 
the Talking Heads album of the 110ngs country down the river." the movie fails. Certainly l expected a In ,the finest performance by an actor, 
written for the movie (a separate movie To test this broad proposition, the more cobeldve plot. But as the title implies, Louis Fyne sings at the town's talent thow 
110undtrac:k wu also releued since the movie focusee on Virgil, Texu during the Byrne collected an odd auortment of of his life in �earc:h of marriage: "People 
acton ling m� of the songa themselves 'state's sesquicentennial bash and unrelated true stories from tabloids lib like ua, gonna make it beeaUM; we don't 
in the movie). I was expecting great things Virgil's own "Celebration of The National EnquirerJ .at them in Virgil want freedom I we don't want justice I we 
from the movie; especially since the Spec:ialness." Byrne is the on-screen with his background nanation, and threw just want 110meone to Jove: And'in the 
popular press nearly deified Byrne to narrator, driving around town in a red in nine new song• for .a thoroughly movie's last image we .. the expansive 
coincide with the release of the various convertible showing the towns' disjointed meae. There is little-character flatness of Texas as the Talkine Heada 
"True Stories" projects. countryside, freewaya, suburbs, malls, development, except maybe for the ting "We live ' i·n the city ot 
It was only natural that Byrne, a modern factories, churches, and prefab desperate bachelor, and none is really dreams .... Should we awake and find it 
talented composer, writer, designer, and aluminum warehouses, and also talking possible with Byrne continually popping • gone I Remember this, our favo.rite town." 
director should attempt a feature length to some of its bizarre residents. up ,to make strange but accurate comments The malaise become• clear. · 
film. The band be started at the Rhode The characters inhabiting Virgil are like "shopping has become the thing that Unfortunately, the Talking Heads 
Island School of Design in the 1970's is one all "true people" from the tabloids. Byrne brings people together" during a mall only sing three of the 110nga in the movie 
of the 80's most successful, and always a did not collect stories about aliens visit. The movie is certainly one of the and the actors and actreuee do not fill 
critical favorite, and Byrne directed the impregnating farm women but rather year's most ambitious and original their shoes very well. Also, a �eries of 
Heads in the most riveting concert movie tales with live Americans displaying works, but it is bizarre, confusing, and surrealistic images do not suit a fu.ll 
ever, "Stop Making Sense." Byrne universally human characterisitics. We sometimes just plain !>Gring. length movie unless a connection is 
catapulted into avant-garde cult hero see the world's la%iest woman (she never However, bright spots do exist in the clearly drawn. Such a pre�entation ia 
status with his wide shouldered concert leaves her bed and lives through her morass, in Byrne's new songs. His ideas even more of a problem when 110ngs and 
outfit. T.V.), the compulsive liar (she talks about work very well as images in music, and narration freely interrupt these images. In "True Stories," Byrne tries to give her affairs with JFK and "the real the "True Stories" album by the Talking Such free form expression is expected in 
the viewers insight into the malaise of Rambo"), the couple who have not spoken Heads is excellent. Songs like "Punlin' albums and this is where Byrne's prime 
America. All is not well in the most in years except through their children, and Evidence," "People Like Us," "City of talent shines. 
' 'Color of Money'' Hustles for your Buck 
By Eric Ort.a . , _ . . Although the plot seems to lag a few 
The Color of Money is not about endofThe Hustler by his gangster-partner pool hustler s ed�cation �l?ns. _ V_mcent times, it seems mostly due to gaps in 
flocking to Room 200_ It's about making Bert Go_rdon (Ge�rge C. Scott), �ad turned gets u�� by Eddie - Eddies split_ts 60% Richard Price's screenplay. Still, one 
money the old-fashioned easy way _ by to the hquor .busmess to. find hts for�ne. - b�t tt s bett:er than the 75% spht Fast expects a little more tightness from Martin 
hustling pool. Paul Newman plays not a �e plot be!S'ns .wh�n Vmcent walks mto Eddie g�ve up m The Hustler, in addition Scorsese who directs. 
lawyer(TheVerdict) but "is back" in one h1s pl�ce, With h1s VIdeo-style pool game. t� a prur. of broken thumbs. The onl_y With all itsfaults, The Coloro!Money of his all-time best roles as The Hustler Vmcent has talent, perha�s. more VIolence tn The Color o( Money �s may be the second best movie about pocket 
(1961). 
untamed than the Y?ung Fast. Eddie s.was: o:chestr�ted, or at least tolerated! by Eddie pool ever made. (I've only seen two). The 
While he's a little too slick and too and the older and r1cher Eddie doesn t frul himselfm order to toughen the kid up. photography directed by Michael Ballhaus 
good-looking for the part, Cruise turns in a to spot it. Still �he hustler,_it i.
? now �ddie's The big shift in t�e movie oc:curs when may even surpass that of The Hustler(and 
blustery and almost believable turn to do the s�ke-�orsmg �puttt_
ng up the older and poorer-Sighted Eddie goes out not because it's in color). But one misses 
performance as Vincent, a young the money?. Eddie dectdes to giVe Vmce�t one night for himself and gets conned by a the professional shots seen in The Hwrtler 
uneducated pool shark. Fortunately for an educat10n and make �orne �oney t.
n young hustler named Amos, excellently (Newman and Crujse shoot their own 
Cruise, his role cannot fairly be compared t�e �rocess. He enhsts Vtncent s portrayed by Forest Whittaker. Notice at shots). 
to Newman's earlier portrayal of "Fast" gt:lfnend Carmen, . played by . 
Mary the end of this scene that Amos asks Eddie All in all, The Color of Money offers a 
Eddie Felson in The Hustler. Times have Ehzabeth Mastrantonto to help marupulate if he thinks he needs to lose a little weight nice break from the world of law, 
changed, and 80 has the world of big time the kid ! �to ac�epting. Again, - a  reference to Fast Eddie's nemesis in especially during interview season. For 
pool and big time movie-making. All that �astranton�o s part ts not comparable to The Hustler, the great Minnesota Fats as Fast Eddie says, "Money won is twice 
remains of the old days is an aging Paul Pt?er Laune's portrayal of the tragic, (played by Jackie Gleason). The as good as money earned." And yet there 
Newman and a minor character n�med cnppled Sara Packard (Fast Eddie's psychological climax for Eddie is also that is more to the game of pool than the thrill of 
Orvis, whoaweptthe floor ofthemain pool "girl") i n  The Hu s t l e r .  But of the movie - the threesome breaks up winning money. lt is also about an "area 
room in The Hustler, and who now returns Mastrantonio's acti ng is solid as the and Eddie resolves to get some glasses and of excellence" to carve out for oneself. The 
as the owner of Chaulkie's the strectwise smarter of the couple, unspectacularly relearn the game. This sets up the rest of Color of Money comes close to doing for 
ghetto pool hall of Atlantic Ctty. making the Newman - Cruise billing the movie, looking toward Vincent/Eddie nine ball what The Huatler does for 
We soon learn that Fast Eddie, work. duals (which thankfully are not suffused straight pool. It's fun, but not quite in the 
havi been "retired" at the The film moves on the road, where a with Oedipal overtones). same Jea.gue. 
Notices 
The End is Near- No, not the end of the 
world, just the end of the RG. Next week' 
the R G  will not publish because almost 
everyone will probably skip class and start 
their vacation early. The following week 
will be the last RG of the semester and the 
last RG under the leadership of Jim Komie 
and Steve Hunter. The new leadership 
will be announced in the last issue. 
S p e a k e r-The School of Naturnl 
Resources Distinguished Speakers Series 
presents Judge Longworth D. Quinn, 
Executive Presiding Judge, Criminal 
Division, 36th District Court, s-peaking on 
"Contemporary Aproaches to Oriminal 
Enforcement of Michigan's Natural 
Resources Act" Monday, Nov.24 at 3:30, 
Room 1040 Dana Building. 
Panel Discussion-Featuring 
Professor Doug Kahn, Dennis Ross, Tax 
Legislative Counsel of the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury, and 
Professsor Richard Schmalbeck, visiting 
Professor from Duke University Law 
School. 
The discussion will cover "A 
Revolution in our Tax Low" and will be 
held Friday, November 21, at 1:30, in 
Room 150 Hutchins Hall 
Res Gestae· November 19, 1986-page eighl 
Feature 
Interviewing Play: A Farce or Tragedy? 
JJy Robert E. Malchman 
The sceTU! is the placement of ice of a 
nationally respected mid-western law 
school. A wall of partitions runs from 
stage left to stage right, interrupted at stage 
ce11ter where the wall indents upstage to 
form a cubicle 10 feet square. There is an 
opening in the up, le(l partition. Across 
from the opening is a table, behind which 
sits The Interviewer, and two chairs 
foci ng the table. 
The Interviewer is shuffling papers in. 
front of him, looking puzzled. Finally he 
shrugs, leans backward and fiips on a 
light s111itch behind him. Nothing happens 
0: We're summer starters who've 
been interviewing all season wi thout 
much luck. We were trying to think of 
some way to convince a firm to hire us. 
T: But all the firms want second· 
years and are just going to use us as filler 
if they can't get the people they really 
want. 
0: So we're stuck either working for 
firms that no one else likes, or getting a 
job at Taco Bell for the summer. 
T: I was saying how it would be so 
much easier to get a good job if the big 
firms hired more people. 
0: And I said how they couldn't 
afford to do that, since associate salaries 
"We're summer starters who've been interviewing without 
much luck. We were trying to think of some way to convince a 
finn to hire us." 
for a few moments. Applicant One and 
Applicant Two then enter through the 
opening in the partitions. It is early 
afternoon. 
The Interviewer: 1 think there must 
be some mistake; the two of you have 
s:igned up for the same time slot. The firm 
of Park, Madison and Fifth wants to see as 
many people as possible, so if it's not 
inconvenient, could one of you come back 
at five o'clock? 
Applicant One: No, there's no 
mistake. 
Applicant Two: We signed up together 
on purpoee. 
I: That's somewhat unusual, isn't it? 
0: We have a good reason. 
T: Do you mind if we explain? 
I: No, please sit down. 
(The two sit ®wn.. The Interviewer 
turflll off the light switch.) 
have gone through the roof. Your finn, for 
example, pays $1200 a week. 
T: And then l had this brainstorm. 
We could both easily live on $600 a week. 
That's twice what we could make at Taco 
Bell -· 
0: .. and three times what we'd make 
with the :Michigan Prosecutor's Office •· 
T: .. and having the two of us apply 
for one position might just be the thing to 
give us an edge on the second-years. 
I: That's an intriguing proposition. 
Let me get some statistical stuff out of the 
way first, though. What are your GPA's? 
0: 5.78. 
1: (Incredulously ) 5.78? I thought the 
highest possible average was a 4.5? 
T: We totalled our GPA's. You'd be 
hiring the two of us, after all. 
I: I suppose. What are your LSAT's? 
0: 91. 
Law In The Raw 
Trivial Pur-Suits 
I: Excellent. Highest score I've seen 
at any law school, except for Harvard. 
Tell me, why do you think you would like 
to work for Park, Madison? 
T: It's a well-known finn, has a good 
reputation and pays well. 
0: We half grew up in New York and 
would like to half go back and half see it 
for the first time. 
I: What area of the law interests you? 
T: Tax and products liability. 
I: That's a rare combination. 
There's not much intersection between the 
two. 
, 
0: I know; I won't go near tax. 
T: And products liability bores m�>. 
I: Oh, I get it. Well, what can I tell 
you about the firm? 
0: Do you rotate your associates, or do 
you encourage them to work in a specific 
area? 
I: We encourage them to lry different 
areas, but always make allowances for 
personal preference. 
T: That should work well for this 
situation, then. We could go through your 
different departments twice as fast as your 
other associates and be more helpful 
we'll do that with the two of you. 
1: Oh, we thought of that already. I 
have a large trunk which I can drill 
airholes in. 
T: We'd take turns riding in the 
baggage compartment. 
I: What about the hotel? 
0: We'd take turns in the room. 
We'd still get eight hours sleep total. 
I: Well, it's been a pleasure meeting 
you. I'll be back to you in about a week. 
T: (Standing and shaking hands 
with The Interviewer) Yes, it's been a 
pleasure. 
0: (Likewise) Yes, thank you. 
(Exeunt Applicant One and Applicant Two 
through the opening they entered.) 
The Interviewer look11 through his 
papers for a few moments, making some 
notations. He then turns on the light 
switch. fie wait�t another few moments. 
Applicant Three, Applicant Four and 
Applicant Five enter through the opening. 
Applicant Three: Hi, we're summer 
starters who signed up to interview 
together with you. 
Curtain. 
''Listen, I can't guarantee anything because I still have to see 
three more peole and talll with the people at the finn. .. " 
sooner. 
1 · 
0: We also noticed that your associate 
average 50 billable hours a week, 65 hours 
total. We should have no problem doing 
that. 
I: I think you may have a point there. 
Listen, I can't guarantee anything 
because I still have to see three more people 
and talk with the people at the firm, but I 
think we'd like to fly you back for another 
interview. 1 just wonder, though, how 
BY LIONEL GLANCY 
The legal games inmates play have inspired 
a federal appeals court lo let prisoners know the 
score when it comes to filing lawsuits... In a 
rrrent opinion the 7th Circuit warned prisoners to 
stop treating the federal district court for the 
Southern District of nlinoiis as a prison "lost · 
nnd-found department." 
shoelaces, a partially used jar of cream , a 
pat·tially used tube of hair oil, and a five-year · 
old cnrdbonrd rile folder ht"ld together with Scotch 
tnpe." That case wns settled for $10. 
Mutual Respect 
A young prosecutor was unhappy with 
a lenient sentence recommended by a 
crm11nal probation report. The prosecutor 
10ld the probation offtcer who \HOle the 
report, "If 1 �ere ever convicted of a 
crimt! in this county, r would want )'Ou to 
write the report and recommeml:Hion on 
me." 
Increasingly, the court noted, inmntes at the 
federal penitentiary i n  Marion, Ill.,  are 
hrmging ''Lrivial claims" to the District Court to 
recover money for lost items. 
Judge R1chard Posner pointed to one case in 
which an inmate alleged the loss of "four verv old 
In another case an inmate who hnd lo,;t an 
"Afro-pick" refused a s!'ttlement ofTt.>r af $2, nnd 
sued. 
The case bl!forc the three judge pnnt'l was 
over two missin� sweatshirts, a pair of t"'nnis 
:>hoc and a pnir of pojnma bottoms ... 
The National L.uw ,Joua·na), September 29, 
1986. 
The probat ion officer replied, "And if 1 
were ever charged with a crime in this 
county, I would want you to prosecute my 
case. 
The A B A  Journal. 
